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CLEAR VISUALS AND PERFORMANCE

Anti-glare 
Enhanced Color Calibration

High Brightness

Flicker-free 

High Definition

See clearly with low reflectivity 
Deliver extreme color accuracy (Delta E <1.3)

500 NITS brightness level
~50,000 hours MTBR

DC Dimming for flicker-free viewing

4k resolution

Our most advanced Android solution yet

(55", 9.9mm) (65", 13.9mm) (75", 13.9mm)

Four compute and graphics cores

Effortless networking

For full-speed playback of 4K content

manufactured with precision

Upgrade your equipment with ease

For effortless, smooth videos

Powerful Quad-Core graphics processor keeps up 
with high frame rates for smooth video performance, 

Android 11.0

A/B seamless OTA upgrade 

Narrow, Even bezel 

Quad-core CPU

Invisible IR Signal Reciever 

4G RAM 

ADA-Compliant Thickness

Powerful built in processors

Using artificial intelligence, our AI PQ Scene Recognition auto-adjusts 
picture quality, hue, saturation and colour balance for true-to-life image 
detail and profound sharpness. Combined with our bright 4k displays, any 
visual content is sure to catch the eye and amaze.

Precise Picture Quality Adjustment 

OFF

ON



MULTI-PURPOSE DISPLAYS

Screen Splicing

The HDMI Daisy Chaining feature supports up to 9 
screens at once. The sleek,
minimalist design and easy connectivity
via USB-Type C allows for up to nine CD SeriesOne 
displays to be spliced together natively in the 
following combinations: 

1*1, 1*2, 1*3, 2*1, 2*2, 2*3, 3*1, 3*2, 3*3

Multifunctional Type-C &
Convenient Network Connection

The Type-C port supports 4K audio and video
transmission, network connection, charging for
external devices, and provides access to an 
external microphone and camera.

65W charging

Video Dual LAN ports

Shared Wired Network

USB 3.0 auto switch

Audio

Wi-Fi Network Microphone

Camera



COLLABORATION WITHOUT LIMITATIONS
Whether in a classroom, or a boardroom.

Enable third-party sharing via:

ScreenShare Pro is where the CD SeriesOne 
really shines; up to nine people can screen share 
simultaneously on the SeriesOne display. With 
compatibility for all the major casting services, 
screen sharing and confrerencing has never 
been easier.

AirPlay
MiracastChromecast

With the CD SeriesOne’s built-in Wireless BYOD, you can 
bring any device you want - desktop, laptop, phone or 
tablet - and in a matter of seconds, you can mirror to the 
SeriesOne display, perfect for showcasing your content to 
others on a big screen.



TOTAL CONTROL OVER THE CLASSROOM

With the CD SeriesOne’s picture-in-picture mode, 
Ms. Smith can now easily display multiple sources of 
information at once, making it easy to switch 
between lessons, presentations, and multimedia. 

With the ability to mirror with a tablet, she can easily 
control the display from anywhere in the room, 
allowing her to move around the classroom freely 
and interact with her students directly, keeping 
them focused on the lesson at hand.

The large, bright display is also easy to see from 
anywhere in the room, perfect for playing videos to 
the class, and is built to last with a durable design 
and performance, 

The students loved the new displays also, as they made the lessons much more engaging and interactive. They were able to 
see the content clearly even from the back of the classroom and were able to follow along with the presentations much 
more easily.

Thanks to the CD SeriesOne, Ms. Smith was able to take her lessons to the next level and create a more dynamic and 
interactive learning environment for her students, with better child engagement, the CD SeriesOne is a must-have solution 
for today’s modern classrooms.



RETAIL SOLUTIONS

Landscape & Portrait Mode
The display will automatically switch 
between landscape and portrait 
mode thanks to it’s built-in gyro, and
automatically rotate any content 
displayed accordingly.

Multi-mode Play

Automatically play your media content as soon as the 
screen starts up, with autoplay options available from 
either a USB, or through our Command & Control software. 
Schedule playlists, videos, pictures and more. 
Simply set it up once, and let the software do the rest.

Instant mobile content transfer 
of media via QR code

By scanning a QR code from your phone 
or other device, you can wirelessly send 
content to the screen without having to 
plug anything into it, making managing
the screen a breeze.



COMMAND AND CONTROL

Remotely manage and control 
all your interactive displays with 

ease. Simply log into the 
system via a computer, tablet 

or mobile device.

Connect your own Laptop, PC or Mac
to our Android powered display to use
your own software on the big screen.

Connect Your Devices

Deploy software installations 
and resolve technical issues 

across your network without 
the need for user intervention.

Monitor devices to impose 
fair-usage policies and 

limit screen time. This way 
you can collate reports on 

the time and energy the 
interactive displays use. 

Navigate to the device you 
want to control without 
any restrictions or limits. 

Easily access unattended 
workstations and servers 
for operational purposes.

Turn all devices on in the 
morning, and off at night to 

save power - great for locations 
with multiple screens that 

would take time to individually 
boot up and switch off. You 

can also lock devices if 
needed.

  

Monitor devices to impose 
fair-usage policies and limit 

screen time. This way you can 
collate reports on the time 
and energy the interactive

displays use.

 

 

 

Save Power Monitor Devices
Deploy software installations 
and resolve technical issues 

across your network without the 
need for user intervention.

 

 

 

 

Emergency Alerts Updates

Command and Control gives the admin account 
unrestricted access to all IBT technology, and is crucial 
for power saving management, sending out emergency 
alerts and keeping your technology up to date. 

Remotely manage and control all of your Interactive 
Displays from any device. Simply open the app, login to 
the system account, and see information about all 
connected devices, even by using a mobile device.

In the event of an emergency, 
send out a visual alert to all 
devices, both large touch-

screens and individual hand-
held devices. Alerts can be 

customised to display instruc-
tions if needed.

 

 

 

- Access a live view from your command and control admin 
panel of any connected IBT device. Choose from either a 
screen mirror, or a connected webcam to view the room.

- Take remote control of any connected IBT device - perfect 
for your IT technicians to remotely fix any software bugs.

- Lock out certain features of a connected device 
- for example disabling the touch or even 
locking the screen out completely.

- Organise your devices with custom names or 
tags, making finding them super easy later on.

+



Turn all devices on in the 
morning, and off at night to 

save power - great for locations 
with multiple screens that 

would take time to individually 
boot up and switch off. You 

can also lock devices if 
needed.

  

Monitor devices to impose 
fair-usage policies and limit 

screen time. This way you can 
collate reports on the time 
and energy the interactive

displays use.

 

 

 

Deploy software installations 
and resolve technical issues 

across your network without the 
need for user intervention.

 

 

 

 

In the event of an emergency, 
send out a visual alert to all 
devices, both large touch-

screens and individual hand-
held devices. Alerts can be 

customised to display instruc-
tions if needed.

 

 

 




